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I'm like the armies of Alexander/ 
Upon the Continent/ 
My verbal venom's volatile when I spit/ 
Causing abrasion/ 
From bio-chemical equations/ 
Turn black skin like Michael Jackson, Caucausian/ 
Melting the flesh deep within/ 
33 levels of Melanin couldn't counter enzymes I'm developing/ 
I let you hit, so I can hit back/ 
I absorb your energy, to hit you with a harder attack/ 
You retarded cats/ 
About to burn like Cherynobyl/ 
When G-d proves the Case for Christ like Lee Strobel/ 
Throwing the world in turmoil/ 
Protects oil and wine (Rev. 6:6) while mankind is covered in boils (Rev.16:2)/ 
Apocalyptic vision permeates my thought/ 
Not the ramblings of mystics, but Metaphysics from G-d/ 
godly men were given visions inside of the synagogue/ 
Understanding/ 
Signs, seasons and times/ 
Of the return of Christ/ 
Coming like a thief in the night (Matt. 24:43-44)/ 
Standing at the door (Rev. 3:20)/ 
Waiting for the World War IV (Rev. 19:19)/ 
So he can give the blessings promised to the meek and the poor (Matt. 5:3,5)/
Jesus is Lord/ 
Ruling with the Scepter and Sword (Rev. 19:15)/ 

Chorus: 
Entropy increasing like distance between the stars/ 
Information encoded in 16 bars/ 
Kill a rhyme, thick and sick like early SARS/ 
We can never be what you believe/ 
We're who we are/ 

Sooner or later you'll find/ 
We're nearly out of time/ 
So I rhyme, hit with an unforgettable flow/ 
I'm like the roles of Russell Crowe, combined hater/ 
A beautiful mind in the body of Gladiator/ 
Analyze data/ 
With a mind searching the furthest reaches of space an time/ 
Bodys in it's physical prime/ 
Einstein's lines of science couldn't define my energy/ 
I stand in defiance to Entropy/ 
Moving faster than a light wave/ 
My mic cage/ 
Scars your chest-plate like the mark of a slave/ 
Spiritually aligned with the only Truth defined (John 14:6)/ 
The Unmoved Mover moving in with all mankind (John 1:1)/ 
Lion of Judah (Rev. 5:5)/ 
The Word became flesh (John 1:14)/ 
Born in Israel, dwelling in a physical tent (2 Cor. 5:1)/ 
With the intent to Resurrect/ 
Jesus Christ was crucified/ 
Died a man's death, and resurrected alive/ 



(Chorus) 

This is the last night you'll ever see the light again/ 
Artificial Intelligence encoding lyrics with a binary pen/ 
A panic attack/ 
Pandemonium in the streets/ 
Set your terror alerts red high, when I speak/ 
Cryptanalysts' analysis of my writtens/ 
Finding hidden meanings and messages, compressed in my sentences/ 
My thought's beyond comprehension/ 
Fold my verses into a cube, new lyrics form in three-dimensions/ 
Multiple levels of destruction/ 
When I slay/ 
With my eruption/ 
Like Mount Vesuvius on Pompeii/ 
You'll call me &quot;Y2k&quot; when I start dropping this/ 
Cause you'll have no idea what day it is when you regain consciousness.
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